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FOCUS, CLARITY, AND
A HEALTHY POSTURE
Anna Bonnage talks about how creating clarity and
confidence in your horse will help to install purpose and a
healthy posture.
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very often hear clients say that they’d
like to learn a movement, such as
shoulder-in, as they have been told
the particular exercise will strengthen the
horse’s back and improve their posture.
We live in a society of wanting a quick
fix - immediate results in a limited period
of time. I feel this is one reason why
professionals, including myself, hand
out specific exercises that will help a
particular problem. It’s the same when
I go to the doctor; she refers me to the
hospital to see a specialist in that area,
and I’m given specific medication for that
specific symptom. In alternative therapies
like Chinese medicine or homeopathic
consultations, the mind and body are
considered as a totality with one directly
affecting the other. A desire to discover
the root cause of an illness is a priority
for the alternative practitioner. For
example, eczema may be diagnosed
as being triggered by stress, increasing
their body’s intolerance to dairy. A
dermatologist prescribes instruction
for the use of steroid ointment. An
alternative practitioner advises to reduce
tea, coffee and any dairy intake and take
time for relaxation and reflection. They
may also give cream for the skin, plus
advise to take the prescription from their
GP if necessary.
You’re probably wondering where I’m
going with this. Bear with me, this is how
my mind works! It has been proved to
me time and time again that we cannot
separate a horse’s mental state from their
physical posture, in the same way that we
should not consider a physical symptom
as separate from the mental and
emotional state. Better posture is created
by a sense of importance, combined
with clarity. As my teacher Harry Whitney

says, “Hurry without worry.” This applies
to all horses, mules and donkeys, small
and large, physically able or limited by
conformation, age or illness.
Let’s look at Photo One. Here I am,
chatting to someone while feeling
relatively unenthused by the subject!
My lack of interest causes me to look
downwards, encouraging my shoulders
to drop. Only my head turns left to
engage in conversation; the rest of
my body faces square away from the
discussion. My body shows no signs of
preparing to go anywhere, in fact I’m
actively resisting turning to my left. If I
spent much of my life feeling uninspired
like this I would develop a poor posture
and over time it would become habitual
for my body to move in this way. In Photo
Two a client has just arrived at the yard
with a wad of cash ready to pay me!
My enthusiasm takes my mental focus
in the direction of the client. I want to
go and greet this lovely person, which
causes my weight to rest in my right leg
in preparation to walk towards them
with my left foot first. If I felt this keen
about everything I did in life, my body
would create positive postural tone
using more appropriate muscles. I say
more appropriate muscles, because a
horse may be limited by conformation,
age, illness or previous incorrect use
of their body. Restrictive training aids
can confuse a horse, panic them or
shut down a horse’s mind causing
them to learn to move incorrectly.
This is the point where I would see the
need for alternative treatments (e.g
physiotherapy) and specific exercises,
but not without the absolutely essential
need to create a sense of importance and
clarity in the horses work.
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You’re probably thinking by now that
this all sounds quite obvious, but I rarely
see people applying this principle. We so
often become focused on moving a part
of the horse as if they were a machine the horse might be bracing their back as
they look to the next county, unable to
be here mentally due to their confusion
in what is being asked, but the horse
is doing a sort of leg yield, so I hear
the rider praise the horse and ride on.
I’d like to emphasise that it is essential
for a horse to be mentally present and
looking in the correct direction during a
movement because they see a purpose
in what you are asking. With this clarity
comes relaxation, making it possible to
ride a correct and beneficial movement.
As seen from my amateur modelling
photos, when we are mentally focused
our body arranges itself in preparation
for what our mind is wanting to do which
is why it is so important for a rider to
have this focus and ideally for them to
look where they are going. Having spent
much time in America, I’ve witnessed
horses and riders coming together when
they both focus on a job like cutting
cattle. The cattle create a sense of
purpose and clarity. Even inexperienced
riders suddenly get a feeling of unity
with the horse because they have a
visual mental focus; their mind naturally
arranges their body to use a more
appropriate, healthier posture. I imagine
you’re thinking, ‘Well that sounds great
but I don’t have any cows or sheep to
round up!’ This is where you will have to
become imaginative - jumping a line of
jumps, riding across moorland, or going
hunting are all good activities, but not
accessible to everyone.
When backing young horses, I always
find it entertaining that they have no clue
of what is wanted of them when I first sit
up in the saddle. So I find small jobs for us
to do which draws both of our attentions
to a united cause; these creative ideas
will help your horse, too. Trotting to the
end of the drive pretending you need to
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catch the postman before he drives off;
resting by a gate; expecting your horse to
wait on a loose rein while counting cattle
in a field; travelling across the arena as
if you have to close the gate before the
imaginary horses escape; side passing
up the fence line with the desire to line
up your horse’s front feet by a leaf on the
ground, and hind feet next to a specific
lump of sand; lead your horse in-hand
really slowly as if you’re one hundred
years old then run off as if you’re ten
and excited to go somewhere. You hear
time and time again in traditional horse
riding lessons - transitions, transitions,
transitions, and your horse must be
forward going. There’s a lot of truth
in some of these sayings, but without
giving a horse a reason to do something,
a feeling of importance in their work,
or changing it up, the horse becomes
mechanically trained and loses their
desire to try.
See Photo Three. I love using the
environment to help a horse learn, rather
than just going around a sand school or
travelling in straight lines out hacking.

“Young horses have no clue of what is wanted of them when I
first sit up in the saddle, so I find small jobs for us to do which
draws both of our attentions to a united cause.”
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This is Hector, a client’s horse who I was
re-backing. It pleases me to see the
confident and relaxed look on Hector’s
face due to his clarity in what we’re doing
together. His healthy body posture is
indicative of this, combined with the
sense of purpose he has. This year I’m
teaching a clinic day, ‘Tuition on the
Trail’, where a group of us will ride out on
Dartmoor as I talk people through how I
use the environment to bring a sense of
importance and clarity to both horse and
rider. Do check out my Events Calendar
for more details.
Traditionally with a young, fresh or
spooky horse, they’ll be lunged before
they are ridden to take the edge off
them, tire them out a little. From my
observations, it’s not particularly
important to some people how a horse
does this. I’ve witnessed trainers smoking
a cigarette or chatting to their friend
while the horse whizzes around on
the lunge for five minutes. My narrowminded opinion sees absolutely no
purpose in this as it is simply teaching
a horse to ignore the human, practice
a troubled mindset, and creating poor
posture. Some people notice the poor
posture so they attempt to correct it
with a training aid like side reins, which
make the horse look good but actually
trouble a horse’s mind further creating
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“When done with clarity,
the movement becomes
mindful; confidence
develops, and only then
can you begin to speed
up the movement while
maintaining a beneficial
posture.”
32
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an incorrect, tense posture. Unless your
groundwork induces focus, relaxation
and clarity in your horse, then I see no
value in it. I use the word focus here
to refer to a horse having a sense of
purpose.
I mentioned earlier that a sense of
purpose could come from hunting or
jumping, for example. It’s important to
remember that it’s not what you do but
the way that you do it that matters. A
horse could be running with a sense of
purpose, but have no confidence due
to a lack of clarity and just be running
mindlessly pulling against the reins. Let’s
think about the negative effects that
picking a box up in a hurry could have
on our body compared to bending our
knees, engaging abdominal muscles,
pushing down into the ground with the
flat of our feet, and keeping our spine
relatively straight. When done with
clarity, the movement becomes mindful;
confidence develops and only then can
you begin to speed up the movement
while maintaining a beneficial posture.
Horses also need the information to be
broken down into understandable pieces.
Hurrying a horse out hunting or jumping
before they have learnt ‘how’ can create
fear. I see horses doing things because
they’re frightened of what will happen
if they don’t do something. Sometimes
they don’t know what they’re meant to
be doing, so they try anything in hopes
the human will stop putting pressure on
them. Horses who have been trained in
this way can be very spooky or they keep
their attention on the rider, their ears will
be partially back a lot of the time, in fear
of what could happen if they take their
attention off the human. This creates a
negative posture, in simple terms a brace
through the horse’s body because they
aren’t travelling with confidence.
With the above information in mind,
let’s look at Photos Four and Five. Both
horses are being asked to take their
weight back and step their forequarters
over, similar to a turn on the haunches
but with more bend through the horse’s
body. I’d like you to just study the two
photos and compare them before
reading my comments here. The first
thing that I see is that the horse in Photo
Four is leaning on the right rein, not

looking with any interest or purpose to
the right. This older mare doesn’t have
clarity to follow the direction of the
rein. Look how her right hind is facing
completely the opposite direction to
where the rider wants her to travel - this
shows how confused and unprepared
she is for the movement. If we hurried
her in this movement, her posture would
become worse or she’d turn but only
because she was made to do so, not
because she understood how to arrange
her body through her own choice. The
majority of her weight is on her inside
(right) fore putting a strain through her
body. We must take into account that this
is a snapshot in time. It would be unfair
to judge the horse by this photo alone. In
requesting use of this photo, the owner
replied informing me that the mare had
been “yanked around by an aggressive
rider in speed events for the majority of
her life, prior to buying her”.
Photo Five is a four-year-old grey
gelding who I was backing for a client.
The first thing I see is how the gelding
is interested in what I’m asking of him;
this in itself has caused him to prepare
his body in readiness to step around to
the left. This wasn’t the first time that
I had asked him to do this, and we see
here his clarity and confidence in the
movement symbolised by his healthy
body posture. With me standing on the
block he is encouraged to put his weight
into his hind quarters and only move
his forequarters around. He has his hind
legs under his body in preparation and
he is engaging his abdominal muscles,
which takes the strain off his back ready
to step around with his forequarters.
His intention to turn left is clear by the
slack which he has maintained in the
rope. It’s a bit like baking: clarity creates
confidence, mix with a sense of purpose,
and you have a content horse with a
healthy posture in everything that you
do - not just in the one movement you
wanted to learn.
Based in Devon, Anna has experience in a
variety of disciplines. The core element of her
work is to help clients change how a horse
feels, as this automatically creates a change in
their behaviour. To find out more, visit:
www.AnnaBonnage.com
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